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At its best, monastic life has always been a divine wake-up call to
the church. Yet to sustain that life, monastic communities have
evolved the seven characteristic places within their sites.
What are these and what characterises them? For this
understanding might help all expressions of church grow in a
more balanced way.
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The way in

A throwaway line starts an investigation

Sue Hope and I used to work together in Sheffield at Church Army's Wilson
Carlile Centre. From experience of Benedictine life she commented that our
building contained five classic monastic places: chapel, cloister, garden,
refectory and scriptorium. We mused together to what degree the architecture,
occupancy and management of the building assisted, or at times impeded, the
intentions of those 'spaces'. For me it set off a whole train of thought.

As a companion in Northumbria Community, my instinct was to add to her list a
sixth place, that I termed 'cell': that is, an individual place in which to be and to
pray, taken from the desert fathers' practice. So I express my thanks to her for
starting the process, though the content of this issue of
remains my responsibility.

Church Army Evangelists have their say

At much the same time Church Army had begun its process of testing out
whether its future might be better expressed, and its charism re-awakened, by a
change from being a society to becoming a missional/monastic order. Within this
exploration, in April 2009 I led two workshops at our biennial Church Army
conference on 'New Monasticism'. I aired with each group of over 30 people the
idea of six monastic places and invited them to discuss, and then tell me, what
they believed each place was for. This created a rich seam of thought that is
another source for this booklet.

A few people raised two objections to the then scheme of six places. The first
was omission of the chapter house. My reply at that time was that its functions,
such as reading the Rule, could take place in the refectory, so I had kept the
presentation simplified. Others mentioned that within the overall monastery, as
they expanded in social significance, there were other buildings that acted as the

The seven places: historic
Rules and present
perceptions..........................
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first hospitals and early schools, but I considered these were outlets of service,
not necessarily characteristic of overall monasticism and so excluded them from
my list. I now think I was wrong about the first, but still find the analysis of the
second credible.

Northumbria community companions add the seventh space

In May 2009, I led a retreat at Northumbria Community's mother house at
Hetton Hall, Nether Springs, and repeated the exercise over a much longer
period. The participants reflected on their own experience of living the

missional/monastic life, how the mother house
itself exhibited these places, and explored
connections between them. The conversation
over the weekend created both a diversity of
interpretation of the major point of each place,
as well as a cluster effect suggesting each
place had a particular role. They too chided
me for not including the chapter house as the
seventh space and on this occasion there was
time for them to show me how crucial its
function was, and different to the major role of
the other places. So I thank them for
persuading me and I added it to my list.

Sabbatical wanderings and wonderings

Church Army kindly granted me a sabbatical from August to October 2009.
During it I made fleeting visits to Taizé and Citeaux. I also spent several weeks
living as a member of the mother house teams, both of Northumbria
Community and then with the Anglican Franciscans at Hilfield in Dorset. My
thanks go to both communities for an unvarnished exposure to the daily
routines and pressures of their spiritual, human and practical life together.
During these periods I have had time to study various monastic Rules to test
whether they contained historical evidence of the seven spaces and to see
whether the sites themselves bore witness to this pattern. I have found the
functions are universal and usually expressed in the architecture.

1

This is the site where Robert, abbot of Molesme, began a reform of Benedictine life in 1098. What
became the first Cistercian monastery sent out the more famous Bernard, in 1115, to begin Clairvaux.

1

2

3

Why bother with the seven places?

I suspect that what is supposed to happen in these seven places is a new way,
clearly drawing from a distinguished past, that could be used to assess the life
and health of any Christian community of almost any size, although with smaller
groups this will be more a measure of the dynamics of the group, not whether
they have literally constructed a site with these seven locations. It is also a health
check for all expressions of Church, whether long-standing or fresh. It might then
be found that some newer groups have further dimensions of Christian
community to explore with profit, and that some older ones have forgotten or
eclipsed elements, intended for their life together, that need reinvention. The idea
and its meanings apply across the 'mixed economy'.

The deeper root of the value of the seven places comes from a view of why God
raises up monastic movements. I recall Rowan Williams, unpacking the
beginnings of the desert fathers, highlighted

The early monks and nuns moved off into the communities of the
desert because they weren't convinced that the church in its “ordinary”
manifestations showed with any clarity what the church was supposed to be
about … what humanity really was when it was in touch with God through
Jesus Christ.

their search for greater spiritual
clarity as well as more authentic humanity.

It seems monastic initiatives come from the Holy Spirit's movement for renewal
of the whole Church. Thus their specific attitudes and discoveries are significant
and salutary. Antonio Romano wrote helpfully on the work of the Holy Spirit
through founders of religious movements.

Joan Chittister's commentary on the Rule of Benedict frequently makes the
related point that Benedictine spirituality is a 'daily life lived in Christ and lived
well' or 'living ordinary life with extraordinary awareness and commitment'.
When people are in Christ, and living in community as it should be, then we see
people more fully alive. The seven spaces that communal monasticism has
learnt to inhabit express what we need to live more fully and more closely
embody the gospel of Jesus. The dynamics of the seven places offer comment
on how the church is to be when she is living fully at her best. That is worth
attending to.

2

3

4 5

Rowan Williams, (Oxford: Lion, 2003) p. 23.
Readers who want to explore this further and the contribution of Antonio Romano,

(Slough: St Paul's Press, 1994) can re-read Encounters On The Edge No. 29 Northumbria
Community pp. 6-12. Joan Chittister, The Rule of Benedict (New York: Crossroads, 2001) p. 16.
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Joan Chittister, (New York: Crossroads, 2001) p. 16.
Chittister, , p. 123.
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The seven places: historic Rules and
present perceptions

The Rule of Benedict and all others came into being in particular historical and
cultural contexts. This affects diverse areas like their view of women, the role of
written material, the understanding of persons, of authority and the place of
physical punishment. Some parts of these Rules appear timeless, while others
strike us as plain odd or even misguided. Thus faithful reinterpretation
beckons, as the Benedictine Abbot Jamison, best known through the TV film
series , remarks in his subsequent book. 'In every generation,
monks and nuns bring together the realities of their day and the wisdom of the
Rule in a new fusion born of contemporary experience.

How similar that is to the 'double listening' essential to the creation of all fresh
expressions, and Jamison observes that this 'fusion is the energy that enables
monasteries to continue'. I freely admit that a similar process is occurring here
in asking whether monastic places do resonate with my own seven spaces
approach. Clearly none of them set out with that configuration as the guiding
principle.

However, because spaces do speak to us, it
does seem that this particular set of spaces, and what they are
characteristically used for, is what evolved and endured.

��� �����	�
�

'

It is spiritual insights that become embodied by places, not
places that breed the insights.

6

Cell

The present expression of cell in mother houses and intentional communities is
usually the bedroom, though it can be another
dedicated quiet corner. What is characteristic is
that it is daily occupied, familiar private space. As
such, it is different from, and complementary to, all
the other six places. The cell has long been seen
as foundational for confronting oneself and one's
'demons' and thereby growing, dependent on
God and in the grace of spiritual disciplines.

Christopher Jamison, (London: Weidenfeld & Nicholson: 2006) p. 3.������� ���������6 Jamieson, p. 41.������� ����������7

A certain brother came to the abbot Moses seeking a word from him. And
the old man said to him: 'Go sit in your cell, and your cell will teach you
everything.'… Anthony of Egypt explains why: 'The one who sits in solitude
and quiet has escaped from three wars: hearing, speaking and seeing; yet
against one thing shall he continually battle: that is, his own heart.’7

Cell was notably practised in the West by Martin, first in Liguge and
subsequently outside Tours at Marmoutier. Probably the practice came to what
became Celtic Christianity through Ninian
who visited Martin. In the East, cell is
expressed either in sole occupancy of
desert dwellings for hermits, or through
the – in Russian meaning
'desert' – the place occupied by a
or holy person. Today bedrooms are
normal because although some centres
also have , a tiny unheated unlit
bare room in the grounds is not
recommended for daily winter use, and
the monastic journey with God is
undoubtedly a daily one.

The Church Army (henceforth CA) groups
chimed in with these purposes. 'Private
space, retreat, personal relationship with
God and oneself, inner work, spiritual
battle ground' were some comments.
Northumbrian Community members
(henceforth NC) concurred but were more
specific: 'being alone with God, increased
expectation, let God speak, space for
God to deal with us, adoration, place to journal, not study.' This last
area expresses the overlap between cell and scriptorium. Study is a
characteristic monastic calling, though they guard against it becoming academic
in the negative senses of knowledge unapplied, abstruse speculation and for its
own sake. Both groups included the important function of sleep, NC folk adding
the role of dreams.
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Cell and various Rules

Benedict's Rule seems not to know of the cell, but rather has the monks living
in dormitories. However that practice is now discontinued. Yet Benedictine
commentators make much of the values cell espouses. There is 'esteem for
silence and Chittister warns of the danger of living in a 'century saturated with
information', filled with the 'static of nonsense' and a 'noise-polluted world.
Commenting on the power of silence, Abbot Jamison knows the Carthusian
call is only for some, but adds, 'it must fill some of life for all people. However,
because it is also the place to confront one's demons, it does not lead to
tranquility but rather identification of trouble and of battles ahead. In that spirit
Chittister cites Abba Agathon: 'There is no labour greater than that of prayer to
God … prayer is warfare to the last breath.

I have taken Irish Celtic evidence from the Rule of Ailbe, an 8th century
document attributed out of respect to Saint Ailbe who died in 534. Three
citations show the purposes and evidence the location: 'The son of God
should be invoked in all ; 'Let prayer be the support of each one as he
watches in his cell'; and 'Be faithful to prayer in your cell'. Clearly this was a
serious matter that needed both regulation and encouragement, for elsewhere
we find: 'We watch, we read, we pray, each of us according to our strength'
(comes from the Rule of Carthage, section Duties of Celi De, 6). But by
contrast very tough words exist: 'prayer should be until tears come' (the Rule
of Colmcille 27).

'
'

'

'

Turning to the Franciscan voice, there is little to nothing about the 'seven
places' in the first approved 1223 Rule. This I suggest is for three reasons.
Firstly, there was the passionate belief in the renunciation of all possessions,
including owning any community property , at this stage.
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Chapter 22, speaks of them being in separate beds (at a time among the poor when a
communal bed was common), ideally all in one place, though with larger communities in supervised
groups of 10 or 20.
Timothy Fry (ed.), (Collegeville, The Liturgical Press: 1981) Rule of
Benedict, 6.2
Chittister, , p. 61.
Jamison, Finding Sanctuary, p. 40.
Chittister, p. 75.
Ailbe's Rule is fifty six metrical verses of lists of virtues for the individual monk, with attitudes to avoid and
some practical instructions. As such it is longer than other Celtic Rules of the period, some of which only
cover spiritual attitudes, and make no comment on the places that the community occupied, or which are
written for hermits, for whom there was only cell. It is recorded in Uinseann O' Maidin OCR,

(Kalamazoo, Michigan: Cistercian Publications, 1996).
O' Maidin, : Ailbe, 20, 26 and 49 respectively.

15

Secondly, the brothers were intended to live not so much 'in' as 'out of' their
simple communal life, both in seeking alms and in patterns of wandering,

preaching and caring. Thirdly, the early SSF
communities were so small as to merge all
these functions. However, a contemporary
Franciscan document,

, which is clearly historically and
textually dependent on a prototypical Anglican
Indian Rule of 1934 , does offer connections.
The Anglican SSF mother house, Hilfield Friary

in Dorset, exhibits all the seven features.

Texts that bear upon cell include , day
8, advising that Friars are to conquer temptations,
and practice faithful self-discipline. Day 17 covers
private prayer, which is to be safeguarded, with the
perceptive comment that corporate worship is not a
substitute for it. The aim is continual prayer affecting
the whole life. Today each Hilfield brother has his
own room, as do the guests. Francis himself adds a
crucial factor and a typically radical and missional
Franciscan note. He wrote: 'wherever we are, or
wherever we go, we always take our cell with us; for

Ultimately cell is more than
a location; it is an interior reality that a place fortifies,
as the children of Mrs Susannah Wesley knew when
she sat in her kitchen with her apron over her head.
It is an indispensable stone in the building of
monastic, and thus serious Christian life.
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Brother Body is our cell, and our soul is the
hermit who lives in it'.

16

17

18

Bro Ramon SSF, (London: SPCK, 1994) p. 81 quotes Francis' instructions in
: 'Not more than three or at most four friars should go together to a

hermitage to lead a religious life there.'
Members of this Indian community returned to England and played a founding role in the modern
Anglican Franciscan story.
Brother Ramon SSF, p. 88.

16

17

18

Brother Body is our
cell, and our soul is
the hermit who lives
in it.

��� ��������� 
� ������� v.24 'Let the brothers be careful not to receive in any way churches or poor
dwellings, or anything else built for them …'
http://www.thenagain.info/Classes/Sources/FrancisofAssisi.html, accessed 7 Dec 2009.



Everybody knows what a chapel is. Or do we? What is it not for that the other
places do better? What does it do in relation to the other places? Perhaps this
building is the most direct contrast to cell, in relation to worship. If cell is
private, then chapel is public. Describe cell as singular and chapel as
corporate. Cell contains significant moments of spontaneity, while chapel lives
in the liturgical. Cell may well include the emotional and turbulent, while chapel
will be mainly measured. This tension between cell and chapel, which is to be
maintained not cut, is exemplified in Francis' own life. His most profound
moments of spiritual experience were alone and he usually sought this, when
spontaneity and response to promptings of the Spirit led him into spiritual and
emotional responses. In liturgical worship he deliberately restrained himself 'so
as not to give offence or disclose the divine intoxication. Equally early
biographers note he received Holy Communion often and so devoutly as to
inspire others. The art is living truly with God in both places and co-operating
with what they do differently.

The groups I talked with sensed some of these issues. People instinctively
knew chapel was about 'communal worship and collective prayer which unify'.

The plural voice of the texts, 'Our Father', 'We believe'
emphasise this. It is 'prayer with, to, and for others'.
Its contents are 'ritual, liturgy and sacraments'.
Liturgical prayer is that which is concise, crafted,
orthodox yet moving. Benedict requires that 'Prayer
should be short and pure, unless perhaps it is
prolonged under the inspiration of divine grace.
Commentators concur. 'Chapel time was swift and
strong, quick and deep, brief but soul-shaking. The
Irish Celtic tradition, at places, agrees: 'Do not
practice long drawn out devotions, rather give yourself
to prayer at intervals, as you would to food. Pious
humbug is an invention of the Devil' (8 century Rule
of Comghall 4). I suggest liturgical prayer works like a
door. Admire it or dislike it on the outside and we have
not understood what it is for.

'

'

'

th
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Chapel

Bro Ramon SSF, , p. 117.
Bro Ramon SSF, , p. 118.
Fry (ed.) 20.4.
Chittister, p. 90.
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Pass through it, by its familiarity or its striking
phrasing, and you realise you have entered another
spiritual world beyond it. Moreover, its planned times
and 'intentional gathering' provide a structure, 'a
discipline by which we come with others to God,
whether we like it or not'. We also meet others
whether we like them or not. Benedict lays down
that the Lord's Prayer occurs at Lauds and Vespers,
i.e. morning and evening. Why? The Lord's Prayer is
said 'because thorns of contention are likely to
spring up'. 'Forgive us our sins as we forgive those
who sin against us' is a necessary prayer of
community.

The groups also picked up that chapel has functions
in relation to the other six. CA: 'A focus for the rest
of the functions'. NC: 'It pulls together the other
places'. NC people have a phrase for this and call
the seeking of God 'the one thing necessary'. Yet make chapel the whole and

the dynamism and difference across
and between the places is lost. If the
pun is forgivable and chapel is at all
like a service station, we know the
point is not to stay there. It is no
accident communion ends with: 'Go in
peace to love and serve the Lord.’

Today, as many Christians find
themselves alienated from
congregational life, the functions of cell

and chapel are fused within their own homes. As individuals use office based
liturgies, 'chapel' happens in their cell; as the set readings can become ,
prayer can purposefully wander and the spontaneous grow out of the structured.
What are missing are the corporate and the Eucharistic. NC understanding is that
we are called to live both alone and together. We may be seeing a sad growth of
de-churched orphaned hermits.

���	��

23

Fry (ed.) 13.12.���� 
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Chapel and various Rules

Immediately after Benedict's longest chapter in the Rule on the ladder of
humility come 13 chapters dealing with public worship by the community. It is

the single largest portion of the Rule and unswerving
about its priority. 'Indeed, nothing is to be preferred to the
Work of God. So other work is set aside when signals
for office occur. Usually there are two separate signals , a
practice of ringing bells followed both at Hetton Hall and
Hilfield Friary. Celtic Rules are clear on the monk's
priorities: 'He should be constant in prayer, never
forgetting the canonical hours'.

Its purpose, priority and singularity are also made clear in
the following injunction: 'The oratory ought to be what it is
called and nothing else is to be done or stored there.
For oratory read prayer and include praise. The word
'vigils' is also characteristic. The word evokes patience,
steadfastness and even nobility of purpose. The content
laid down makes vigilance necessary and no wonder

Benedictines promise stability, fidelity and obedience. The Psalms are core, all
150 being said weekly, with particular emphasis on Psalm 119 , not to do
being seen as 'extreme indolence'. The Irish Celtic practice was far tougher:
the Psalms take precedence over all else, with thirty said every day. There are
readings from Old Testament and New Testament, many said by heart, a
Gospel reading and prayers. The sevenfold pattern of offices , Chittister says,
fitted with the changing of the imperial guard. Often Christians have taken
known secular patterns and employed them, such as Booth or, much earlier,
Jacapone composing words to contemporary popular melodies. The seven
offices fell within a Mediterranean day that ended with unlit night shortly after
1800 and so, incredibly to us, could start after eight hours' sleep at 0200.

'

'
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Fry (ed.), 43.3.
Fry (ed.), 48.12.
O' Maidin, : Ailbe 16 and 22.
Fry (ed.), 52.1. Such a verse should make untidy vergers beware but could also alarm
progressives who want to see kitchens, loos and cafés in churches. But are our so called churches just chapels?
For example, Fry (ed.), 8.3 & 11.1 – referring to both evening and morning prayers
Fry (ed.), , 58.17.
Fry (ed.), , 18. 7-11. Because of older superseded counting systems it is called Pss 118.
Fry (ed.), 18.23-25. Benedict knows the Desert Fathers may have said them all in a day.
O' Maidin, : Ailbe 17 and 19.
Fry (ed.), RB16.1, taken from a literal application of Ps 119.164.
Chittister, pp. 85 & 76.
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Cranmer reduced the offices to two. Both my sojourns this summer were in
communities that used four: morning, midday, late afternoon and night prayer.
For myself, injecting a short midday office, followed by a little quiet, would be the
most counter-cultural to the workaholic life I am tempted to lead.

The Psalms content presents a dilemma. This summer I recited large numbers of
them, particularly with the unnatural pause marked with an asterisk halfway
through a verse, beloved of some liturgists. This practice I regard as
grammatically bizarre , educationally confusing and psychologically difficult.
Overall it has been a mixed experience. Instead of walking through their
landscape, delighting in the high moments, suffering alongside their black days,
or even being appalled at their occasional arrogance, revenge and rage, I have
been forced to go past them quicker than the worst tourist. Yet at the same time
I agree with Chittister who reflects on this biblical content in liturgy. 'A full prayer
life must be based on a total immersion in all the life experiences to which the
Psalms are a response. I do not want to escape them, but I need time and
space to inhabit them. This concurs with another lament, that many recent
liturgies are very wordy. Archbishop George Carey wrote the foreword to
Celebrating Common Prayer and rightly pursued the Cranmerian hope of lay
people finding daily patterns to prayer, instead of personal prayer being
'unstructured and haphazard'. However, although it
contains jewels of prayers and new canticles that I
value, I find it a very complex book, well beyond the
'average layperson'; its contents and choices are more
complicated than memory can serve and its services
are simply too long. Most of the recent Eucharistic
liturgies also suffer from the same bursting of a liturgical
dam wall. If chapel is to work well we need a modern
Cranmer who can write concise poetic prose that is
mentally portable, as the English language, peppered
with his phrases, shows is possible. Benedict knew this
need for portability and chapter 50 expects 'chapel' to
occur when monks are dispersed on journeys. Those
working far away will say the offices 'where they are'; they 'observe them as best
they can'.

'
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I wonder what Lynn Truss – the apostle of the apostrophe - would say of it.
Chittister, p. 88.

(London: SSF, 1992) p. vii.
Fry (ed.), , 50.3-4.
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Perhaps the Benedictine attitude to chapel is either summarised in his words:
'the divine presence is everywhere … we should believe this to be especially
true when we celebrate the divine office’ , or take words of a present day
abbess: 'Benedictine spirituality says … we must regularly seek to find God in
one time and space that enables us to recognise God more easily in every
other one. I find here the helpful balance that chapel is essential, but it is not
everything and everything should not be collapsed into it. This has significant
implications for how and when we use the much bigger word 'church' and
what we expect buildings by that name to be able to do. Are most of our
'churches' actually only chapels?

So how much should we invest in chapel and what attitudes might we bear in
mind? The Franciscan comment is salutary in a world of need and injustice. The
first Franciscan mission to England in 1224 immediately built a simple chapel in
a single day at Canterbury. Hilfield chapel embodies virtues of simplicity and
yet transcendence. , day 6, refers to 'the house of God, which it
is right and seemly with proper moderation to adorn'. This manual sees
Eucharist as central, daily being the ideal. It sits within four daily offices,
preparing for and ending the day, and structured meditation. Attention is drawn,
day 16, to inner attitudes that attendance is not in a 'formal or careless spirit'
but rather 'a devotion from the heart'.

'
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Fry (ed.), , 19.1-2.
Chittister, , p 140.
Brother Ramon SSF, , p. 90.
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Chapter

The CA folk never had the chance to tell me their wisdom on this one as my ears
were at that time stopped up to it being a separate place. That is not only ironic
in view of its function, but a parable in itself of the need for chapters and the
danger of unaccountable self-appointed thinkers and leaders. At least second
time around I heard the message. The NC group suggested that chapter is
mostly about how decisions are made in community. Their phrases were
'communication, corporate discussion, debate and disagreement, intentional
accountability' – that is of the
leaders to the wider
community. As such chapter is
more a social and
governmental function than a
specific building, although in
both communities I visited this
summer, they occur regularly
in a known public recreational
space. In both cases the
shape supports the
consensual style.

In that it is about making
decisions, it may not be
accidental that in specific
chapter houses, such as the
one reconstructed in Citeaux,
there is a large lectern, from
which either a chapter of the
Rule or a chapter of the Bible
is read. In both cases the
deciders themselves sit under
a higher authority and the
decision making itself needs to
be in the spirit enjoined by
those texts.

42

Fry (ed.), , 66.8: 'We wish this Rule to be read often in the community'.���� 
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Chapter in the Rules

43

44

45

46

The NC group also knew that chapter was a place of tension. This word has
both a good and bad sense; it can speak of the challenge of a worthwhile
tension held, such as dealing with the practical and the spiritual, or it can be
used of when there are very disagreeable currents running round the room,
when stomachs churn and tempers rise. If the good is to be followed and the
bad avoided, then 'mutual respect' was held to be one key quality. The other
quality, prized equally by Benedictines and Franciscans, is humility. The stories
of chapter being used to try, judge and condemn failing brothers are many in
the Desert tradition. Several are cited in Williams'
The most visual and thus memorable is of a censure meeting to which Abba
Moses was invited and then fetched. He arrived carrying a leaky jug of water.
Of course it was noticed and the story continues:

The others came out to meet him and said, 'What is this Father?' The old
man said to them, 'My sins run out behind me and I cannot see them, yet
here I am coming to sit in judgement on the mistakes of someone else.'
When they heard this, they called off the meeting.

The story embodies what Williams explains: 'it is to renounce the power of
judgement over someone else' and an essential of monastic life. Indeed the
Desert Fathers call such judgement death to the neighbour.

'43

44

The Rule of Benedict, chapter 3, in an age entirely used to imperial and
imperious autocracy, lays out a remarkably consensual process. 'As often as
anything important is to be done … the Abbot calls the whole community,
explains the issue, hears advice and ponders. The reason, which will resonate
today, that he calls 'for counsel is that the Lord often reveals what is better to
the younger.' All are to 'express their opinions with all humility, and not to
presume to defend their own views obstinately.' The Abbot then decides what
is prudent in the light of the Rule, with 'foresight and fairness.

'

' For less
important matters he consults with the seniors only. What a model this is in
terms of attitudes and process, both for local and wider church councils. No
wonder lack of being judgmental and the presence of humility and discernment
are needed. I note that this chapter follows a long one on the high calling and
high qualities of an abbot.

45
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Williams, , p. 29.
Williams, , p. 24.
Fry (ed.), , 3.1.
Fry (ed.), , 3.3-6.
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The Celtic comment, with its own view of local kings and chiefs, is brief but
congruent. Monks are to listen to 'the Rule of the gospel and the gentle Rule of
monks'. This entails a corporate meeting that we could call a chapter.

Interestingly this Rule adds
later: 'the Rule should not be
too strict, nor too lax. That
balance works out in the
leader too. 'The abbot should
be chaste and devout, gentle
yet firm. Let him distribute
tasks with justice …'. 'He
should make known their faults
to his brothers. How that is
done is in line with the qualities
above that Benedict covers in
chapters 2, 23-30, 43-46.

The Franciscan voice reflects a similar balancing of forces and a quality of
relationships lying behind it. Even by 1216 there is evidence that it was known
the brothers gathered in 'the warm fellowship of their annual chapters'.

, day 11, says Friars 'obey the decisions of the Chapter by which the
common mind of the community is
expressed and interpreted.' Their
1931/2 Rule lays down a weekly
Tuesday morning meeting.
However, no brother is required to
act against his conscience. The
Hilfield SSF community gather daily
at 0845 for the tasks of the day
and the brother's chapter meets
fortnightly. Each house is its own
chapter within the Order, with
catholicity expressed through the
Provincial Chapter.

'

'
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O' Maidin, : Ailbe 25a and 33.
O' Maidin, : Ailbe 41a and 41b.
Bro Ramon SSF, , p. 87.
Currently there are about half a dozen provinces, depending on geography and the density of
distribution of brothers. So Europe is one, the Americas another, while Papua New Guinea has its own.
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Cloister is a word with many meanings. To be 'cloistered' infers withdrawal and
protection from the world, both by defended space and vocational intent. It is

then often a pejorative shorthand in the secular
world for the enclosed life. Usually I am not using it
in this sense. I am more interested in the
architectural feature that grew up, which is
preserved in literal cloisters and what may have
happened in those spaces. Particularly in hot or wet
climates its immediate function is sheltered
connection between the other places. Joining is a
function that deserves noticing, for to be disjointed
is a significant handicap. The Rules themselves are

silent about the word itself, thus this section is more speculative and I think the
variety of functions assigned by others was wider. CA groups mentioned it
might be where people could 'walk and talk, take exercise and recreation.' The
same groups mention the need of space 'to be alone, escape, meditate, and

think.' My own guess is that the cloister partly has a special
role as the place of unplanned meetings, including those we
naturally avoid. Look who's coming down the cloister now!
This is a sharp edge on the abrasion which community
causes. My summer has taught me that

it quickly scrapes off the mould of
buried dislikes, or the rind of protective politeness and exposes relationships for
what they are, and are not. Cloister by its traffic in unpredictable meetings and
unlikely people speeds that process.

The NC group picked up that cloister was
like the corridors in a house, so about
meeting people, but of course who might it
be round the corner? It also valuably
functions as a place to change gear,
between the tones of the other different
places, such as between the buzz of
refectory and stillness of chapel.
Sometimes cloisters enable people to walk alone in prayer, to experience the
rhythm of prayer on the move.

community is the
cheese grater of the soul;

18
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Cloister

Community is the
cheese grater of the
soul.

19

It seems to be an extended versatile place that affords both relaxation between
the other intentional places, offering a chance of brief solitude from community
and yet opportunity for meeting in community. The NC group mentioned it as a
site for 'conversation, walks in pairs, unstructured reflection, pleasant distraction,
where soul friends can meet and the place of chance and surprising meetings.'
They also noted it is only one of two outside places with fresh air. The hothouse
of community needs such spaces.

There are no direct references to cloister in the Rules I examined, but there is a
great deal said about the virtues, dangers and attitudes necessary if cloisters are
to be inhabited well. Naturally these virtues apply to all the communal spaces,
but I raise some of them here. Benedict assumes that the brothers will meet
each other and speak, as in chapter 63 on community rank and greetings. He
has much to say on attitudes to one another in community life and
Abbot Jamison argues that chapters 68-72 were added in later
editions of the Rule. They are all about community, perhaps written
in the light of existing difficulties. Both lack of humility and
grumbling are frequently warned against. One community leader I
met this summer described grumbling as 'the cancer of
community'. Positively monks are encouraged into mutual respect,
'supporting with the greatest patience one another's weaknesses of
body or behaviour'. This fits well with my guess about cloister –
here you don't know who you will meet next and it might well be the
person you despise or would rather avoid.

The Celtic input is all relational and applies to many places, but
includes cloister: Monks are not to speak evil of others or embarrass them, nor
be boastful: 'his manner should be full of affection'. Benedict is in harmony with
this: 'a monk speaks gently … seriously and with becoming modesty, briefly and
reasonably'. He also tells the brothers to 'Never give a hollow greeting of peace
or turn away when someone needs your love. The Franciscan comment too is
slight. No direct comment is made in , and it is a truism that for the
Franciscan their cloister is the world.

'
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Cloister and the Rules
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Jamison, , p. 117.
Fry (ed.), , 72.5.
O' Maidin, : Ailbe, 12, 13 and 15.
Fry (ed.), , 7.60-61.
Fry (ed.), , 4.25.
Brother Ramon SSF, , p. 117.
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This area provoked a wide range of responses from the groups. The CA people
offered the following: 'place of provision through vegetables, fruit, flower, herbs.

It embodies sustenance, self-sufficiency,
and income. It is a place of shared work,
usefulness, yet peaceful creativity; a place
to meet God.' The NC responses explored
a similar width: 'It is for fruit - both physical
and spiritual - work to sustain the
community, and manual work to balance
the mental work of scriptorium. It is a
place of productivity and producing for
others, so related to refectory. It embodies
work as prayer; doing something practical
can open the mind to God; when hands
are occupied the mind is free.' They also
included 'garden itself is a gift of God; an

open space with colours, air, birds, creatures that speak of God, which grows
by itself as he intended.'

'Garden' needs putting in historical context, because today most people are
separated from the means of primary production. The honourable exceptions
are the allotment and the growth of home bread-making. When terms like
'garden' peas and 'farmhouse' bread are an advertiser's ploy, not an honest
description, gardens have become hobbies, therapeutic aids and recreational
spaces. This is a marked change from their historic primary purpose. With the
garden we meet the first of three locations that connect with the inherent
monastic element of work.

57

58

But this is using the term in yet another sense, meaning the whole enclosure,
not one architectural feature of it. Hilfield Friary does have cloisters both round
the central quad, where the mid-morning break from work is held, and in the
many connecting places between the various buildings. It might be that the
quad too is the initial meeting with those seeking faith or spiritual direction, as
commended in Day 22.

Garden

At Hilfield I discovered a moving poem by David Scott written for one of their families' camps, entitled:
'A long way from bread'. It is now published by the alarmingly named Bloodaxe books, but perhaps
available through SSF.
The Quiet Garden movement, begun by Revd Philip Roderick, draws upon this and is a welcome
additional route for people to explore spirituality and for existing Christians to find ways to better balance
beyond activism.
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62

A foundational text is: 'Idleness is the enemy of the soul. Therefore, the brothers
should have specified periods for manual labour, as well as for prayerful
reading. It is diagnostic that the same chapter of Benedict's Rule deals with
manual labour and spiritual reading and also significant that the 1223 Franciscan
Rule uses the same phrasing about idleness and argues that work helps prevent
the extinguishing of 'the Spirit of holy prayer and devotion'.

However there is a spectrum, even a clash, of views about what is covered by
the phrase or 'work of God'. At one end of the spectrum, the Rule of
Benedict appears to limit it to chapel and its role of public worship, as in the text
cited much earlier: 'Nothing is to be preferred to the Work of God', or that it is
the Abbot's care to announce 'the hour for the Work of God.' Yet the 1934
Franciscan Rule takes a wider view and speaks of 'three ways of service'; these
being prayer, study and active work. It adds the perceptive comment that among
Friars there will be some specialisation, but all should include some element of
each. Among the Celts, Northumbria Community writers are quite clear that the
'work of God' includes the three areas. is understood as work with
mind, heart and hands – not just prayer. It is engaging the 'heart – daily prayer to
nurture the soul, mind – study/lectio to nurture the spirit and hands – manual
labour to nurture the body. As such work is not just a weapon to avoid
idleness, it is regarded as a friend to the soul. The role of work today is a
complex one, with patterns of exploitation, boredom and obsessive addiction all
existing contemporaneously. So I only add here that our fixation with the pursuit
of leisure is a relatively recent one for any other group
in society than the landed aristocracy.

What is covered by also needs to hear the
story of Citeaux in Burgundy. This reform of what had
become Benedictine practice, restored the role of work
that had become eclipsed by the alleged priority of
prayer. Thus monks had others do the work for them
while they spent time in chapel, cell or scriptorium. This
reform also initiated agricultural innovation and change,
contributing to the end of medieval serfdom. It was the
restoration of work to , application of research, experiment and study,
with resultant liberating of the poor.

'

'
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Fry (ed.), , 48.1.
Fry (ed.), , 47.1.
Sister Joyce CSF (ed.), ; the historical documents of the Society of Saint
Francis (Dorchester: SSF, 2003) pp 42-48.
Trevor Miller, Northumbria Community mother house manual for its team (Private paper, 2006) p. 3.
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Garden and the Rules

Benedict was positive about work. 'When they live by the labour of their hands
… they are really monks. Chittister puts it neatly: 'Work and prayer are
opposite sides of the great coin of a life that is both holy and useful, immersed
in God. Benedict is also eminently practical. Tools are given to trusted
brothers, in an inventory, kept clean and not treated carelessly. But he seeks
an economic and spiritual self-sufficiency to prevent worldly contamination:
'The monastery should, if possible, be so constructed that within it are all
necessities, such as water, mill and garden are contained, and the various
crafts are practiced.

Franciscans too are positive about work as service. , day 20,
observes; 'Active service of The Master begins within the
house and garden.' This includes the menial and the
manual, shared out among all, considering the interests
of the community. Initially without property and living by
begging, within thirty years of Francis' death, missions to
other countries built 'specially constructed houses …
and the land produced gardens and vegetables. Today
the Hilfield gardens go a fair way towards self-sufficiency
in vegetables and are major work for friars and
volunteers.

The Celtic instinct shares the Franciscan love of nature and oneness with the
land. So their monks are instructed: 'Let him cultivate and share the fruits of the
earth'; and 'let the brothers sew and wash'. They go further and discourage
mendicancy. 'The life of a community free from the need to beg is something
Satan detests. Begging prevents prayer and will not lead to heaven.

If historically garden is about manual work, service and provision for the
community, not firstly about leisure and recreation, it is a mental shift to realise
that today most of us will fulfil this function in and for Christian communities,
not in a literal garden, but usually in an urban context of the world of work. This
might rehabilitate work in the spirit of George Herbert's hymn lines 'who
sweeps a room as for thy laws, makes that and the action fine'.

'

'

'

'

'
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Fry (ed.), , 48.8.
Chittister, , p. 132
Fry (ed.), , 32. 1-4
Fry (ed.), , 66.6.
Bro Ramon SSF, , p. 91.
Bro Ramon SSF, , pp. 126-148.
O' Maidin, : Ailbe 9 and 26.
O' Maidin, : Ailbe 50.
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Refectory

It is logical, not just alphabetical, to consider this place after garden. Without the
former there would be nothing to put on the table. Without refectory, workers
would not be nourished to occupy the other six places well.

This area was immediately and intuitively understood by both groups, perhaps
as food and communal eating is an archetype. Both groups' comments ranged
across the roles of physical nourishing, social gathering, mutual serving and
personal meeting. They covered the importance of both conversation and
silence, as well as the role of hospitality. NC added the image of being at home,
and the family like roles of recitation of the group history and telling stories. They
highlighted listening as well as speaking, saw overlaps with Eucharist and
pointed up the role of laughter. As such

I think it is no accident that the purpose
of the Northumbria Community mother
house is defined as 'a resident new-
monastic centre [that] offers home,
chapel, workshop, school, retreat
facilities as a sign and representation of
the monastic and missional values of
the Community. This order of words
suggests that 'home' comes first. Every
time I stay there, I notice it is the case
that the emotional, social, centre of its
site is its kitchen/dining room, called
Brigid after her notable hospitality, with a warm hearth provided by an Aga.
Indeed this beast is almost magnetic. One of its long time leaders, Roy Searle,
concurs with this view.

Refectory is also relatively unusual among the other places, in that it intrinsically
combines both work and rest. The work is both in the preparation of food and in
the socialisation between people. It is rest, in that we sit, we chew the fat, it is
not arduous and it is a break from what else we were 'doing'. Another contrast in
winter, especially in older times and sometimes still today, is that refectory (by
which I include the kitchen) is a place of physical warmth, in contrast to the
relative cold of other locations. Even today both families and guests who are not
still being formally polite, gravitate to a kitchen/dining area.

this place is vital to the informal
socialisation of new members.

'71
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This reality has I believe enormous implications for all expressions of Church. I
am now convinced that the 'Church = Chapel 'equation is a false one, not
because it has no truth but because

. Going
further, I also think the fresh expressions of Church experience has placed
significant questions over the priority of worship in the missional/church
planting process and task. Here now is more evidence, I suggest, that the

foundation of being Christian is being community
centred round Jesus. Public worship is the
consequence of this reality, not its creator. Thus
in the social shapes and physical patterns of
future expressions of Church I hope we will put
refectory at the centre and have chapel down the
cloister from it. Then our social spaces and our
theology, reframed in the recent missionary
journey, will walk better together. It would also
offer us the chance to reconnect better with the
original domestic context of Eucharist, offering a
homely balance to often complicated, ritualised,

sanitised, congregational experiences. If we will start with the dynamics of
refectory we shall be in a far better state to offer relational and authentic
missional hospitality. As the Northumbria Community house manual itself says:
'We are not a guest house but a home welcoming others; inviting them to share
our life.

chapel has eclipsed many other
legitimate functions that monasticism has unwittingly unearthed

'
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Refectory in the Rules

In the Rule of Benedict, refectory is given the most textual treatment after
chapel. Not only that, but lateness at either is particularly frowned upon.
Even today being late for a meal is not good. Moreover brothers being
disciplined for serious faults are excluded from both, and must eat separately.
Worship and communal eating seem to be the twin centres of life. This
discipline indicates a break in relationship and is invoked to induce godly
sorrow. Chittister ruefully says: 'If we refuse to learn from the community … we
… should be suspended from participation in it. I recall in family life naughty
children being sent to their rooms without supper. The dynamics are similar.

'
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'Discernment in Mission' No. 30 covers this. It can be downloaded as a pdf,
as it is now out of print. (Email ask@sheffieldcentre.org.uk to order a copy)
Miller, p. 1.
Fry (ed.), , Chapters 31-41, 43, 53 & 56.
Fry (ed.), , 43.4f and 43.13f.
Chittister, , p. 95.
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The Rule is very specific about the people who make this function happen well. It
begins with the qualities of the Cellarer. He is to be wise, mature, temperate,
not an excessive eater. He will take care of everything, treating all 'utensils and
goods of the monastery as sacred vessels of the altar', which at a stroke
demolishes any spiritual/secular divide. In a chapter reverberating with
awareness of the quirks of community, calmness is desired and that he should
not 'annoy the brothers'.

In addition there are kitchen servers for the week. In our culture of fast food and
eating out, Benedict insists community works because this role is shared by all ,
in order to serve all. Chittiser underlines the point. 'If we do not serve we are, at
best, a collection of people who live alone together.' She also points out that in
historical context it was men being told to do women's work, so that they 'could
know what it takes to spend their own lives to give life to the other. Having
spent significant parts of the autumn in communities, I take the point.

Reading, from scripture or devotional books also
happened at meals. The Reader of the week,
because of this important role, asks the
community for prayer against vanity: 'Lord open
thou my lips'. It is disputed how much such
reading is still followed; Chittister thinks it has
gone, while Jamison maintains it continues. My
own SSF experience is that it was normal when I
first visited in the 1960s and now it is occasional
during the week, with silence only at breakfast.
Perhaps the latter mixture adds richness, and
assists spiritual awareness and less content
makes it easier to attend and apply what is heard.

The refectory was also a focus of ministry to guests. 'Guests … are to be
welcomed as Christ', as are 'poor people and pilgrims'. They are met by all the
brothers and prayed with.

'
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85 Yet the guests are not seated among the brothers.
Francis was against having cellarers, not for their function but because it reintroduced rank. For the same
reason he would not have abbots or priors. Thus leaders of SSF communities today are called Guardians.
Fry (ed.), , 31.1.
Fry (ed.), , 31.3 & 10.
Fry (ed.), , 31.17 & 6.
Fry (ed.), , 35.1.
Chittister, , p. 110
Fry (ed.), , 38.2-3.
Fry (ed.), , 53.1 & 15. The Irish Celtic tradition concurs about monks: 'Let him be … generous
and hospitable', Ailbe 8.
Fry (ed.), , 53. 3-4.
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Benedictine scholars have been long divided on interpreting whether the Rule
meant a separate room, or a separate table within the one room. Chittister
illuminates the 6 century context, noting that in the collapsing culture of the
Dark Ages, the monasteries became the hotel system of Europe and with so
many travellers passing through, came the need for some separation of
brothers and guests. She writes: 'we all have to learn to provide for others
while maintaining the values and structures, the balance and depth, of our own
lives. I noticed the same need in Taizé, with the brothers having a firm
practice of periods of the day apart from the presence of the thousands of
young people. Northumbria Community house team concur, but provide this
through the daily quiet hour after midday office, days off and short periods
when the house is closed.

The subject of food is also covered by Benedict.
A summarising comment from an abbess is that
'the fare will always be ample and will always be
simple but pleasing. These were working
monastics who needed energy to toil and peace
to pray. Moreover, quantities could be changed
if climate, heavy work or fast days required it.
Because of that variation, Benedict knows it is
important that recipients do not grumble. In our
society where food is more plentiful, exotic and
varied than ever, the last word is apt.

The Celtic sources have similar things to say about the importance of cooks
and food. The housekeeper knows that 'the quality of food will greatly influence
the standard of observance.' There needs to be a cook, who is 'generous, fair
and strong' providing water, bread, salted or fresh meat, ale curds or fresh
milk'. The cook should be of 'a generous and hospitable temperament'. The
'repast should be of moderate measure. 'The essential thing for the refectory
… is that a substantial meal be provided for the workmen wherever they may
be.' So says the Rule of Carthage, section on the Refectory, 3. In the end the
matter is as much about the attitude of serving out of genuine humility and
hospitality; the questions of quantity and quality derive from that. Then our
refectories will nurture community, not merely fill stomachs.

th
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Chittister, , p. 143.
Chittister, , p. 118.
Fry (ed.), , 40. 8-9.
O' Maidin, : Ailbe 32 and 34.
O' Maidin, : Ailbe 42 and 21.
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I leave the last word in this section on refectory and community to Abbot
Jamison. Reflecting on two of the three words in their vow of profession, he
suggests that is but one translation of the Benedictine phrase

. He connects it to the oldest and now obsolete meaning of the word
'conversation' which is 'living with somebody'. So he thinks the 'vow is a
resolution to live with others'. Sitting round the table of the family is where this is
made very practical, but also even iconic. in the Rule of Benedict is
related to resisting the temptation to think the grass is greener elsewhere, shown
both by Chapter 1's condemnation of wandering and critical monks he calls
'gyrovagues' and by the closing chapters that focus entirely on community
relations. 'Benedict is clear that you can only grow in the spiritual life by staying
not so much in one place but with one stable community.
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' Those we regularly
eat with are those we tend to stick with and vice versa.
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Scriptorium

So we come to the third of the places of work and the last in my list of the seven.
Like the garden this is a place where significant elements of the purpose have
changed over time, yet the underlying function remains. This came out in the
group responses. People spotted the roles of 'learning, writing and art, being a
resource centre, a place of private study, of
research and discovery.' There was 'learning for
the writer and writing done for others to pass
on the learning. It was to bless others and aid
prayer' – as all Bibles and prayer books were
hand-copied. Key was the view that this place
embodies 'study as work, be it of the Bible,
tradition or culture.' The NC group also
included art, aware of 'the Lindisfarne Gospels,
and so blessing others with beauty, and
creative expression.' Thinking of Aidan, they
added it had a school function that taught
'writing, study, craft and mental work'. Others see particularly in the Celtic church
and its mission to Europe a gift to Dark Ages Europe of books and civilisation
itself.93
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Jamison, p. 116.
Jamison, p. 117.
Thomas Cahill, (New York: Anchor Books, 1995). P, 156 contains a sketch
plan of the Irish Monastery and p. 184 a description of Iona's buildings. The seven places are all operative,
though cloister must be inferred.
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Scriptorium started as the laborious and loving production of the only books
there were, with an obvious need for the prayer books used by the community

in chapel, with Bibles and accounts of the saints for lectio
divina. This need accelerated in times when new monasteries
were being started and having sufficient of them was a
monastery planting requirement. Over time there was ebb and
flow of the artistic and decorated aspect to the books. At
Citeaux, I was shown the simplification of style brought in by
Bernard of Clairvaux during the Cisterican reform.

Perhaps two changes from this original purpose need to be
noted. Jamison argues: 'Until the twelfth century Christian
Europe saw all reading as the learning of wisdom … part of
the remedy for our souls.' Its role was salvation and
transformation. He continues: 'Those who founded the
universities in the thirteenth century began a process which

led to a different aim: they began to seek information about the world, and to
analyse it. His view is that this led to an arrogant controlling attitude, no
longer a humble receiving one; it led to
so-called speed-reading, and reading
merely for functional and entertainment
purposes. By contrast lectio divina sees
the text as gift, it is about slow reading,
not unlike the slow food movement,
deliberate circular re-reading and
listening for God, then turning to prayer
using a phrase that has emerged. In a
world deluged with information and trivia,
such considerations from the past sound
important. Related to this change is the
second one: the 16 century
technological invention of printing and in our own day, perhaps as great a shift,
the rise of nearly costless digital electronic information. Now everybody can
publish anything and too many do. None of this is to demean study, but to
remind us in the Christian community that only certain kinds of knowledge are
ultimately valuable. 1 Corinthians 13 goes further and insists that in the end, it
is love that lasts and counts. This is a relational quality and suggests that the
work of scriptorium needs holding within that frame.

'
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Jamison, Finding Sanctuary, p. 62.
Jamison, Finding Sanctuary, pp. 63-66.
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Scriptorium and the Rules

The Celtic witness is very brief and deals with a monk's qualities, not the places
he acquires them. 'He should be wise, studious and devout'. The 1223 Rule of
Francis is focused on living out key gospel text callings. It accepts the learned
and unlearned and chapter 12 advises the latter that the 'unlearned should not
busy themselves to become learned, but desire to possess the Spirit of the Lord
and his holy operation.' However, within decades
learned Franciscans like Bonaventure were doctors of
theology in Paris, sadly in rival schools to the
Dominicans. The much later , day 6, refers to
'books which are necessary to the work of study.' Day
19 refers to study which will principally be of the soul's
ascent to God, with lectio divina as a principle aid. It
continues that some houses will be places of learning
with hours set apart for study and silence. The most
recent Rule advises 'some hours each week'. Thus
Hilfield has a library. Study forms one third of the key tasks of a Franciscan.

There is only one direct reference in Benedict to such a room: 'During this time of
Lent each one is to receive a book from the library', and they are to read it all
through. However, other elements within the Rule obliquely infer its presence.
For example, the monk's standard clothing and worn equipment includes a
stylus and writing tablets. Another key reference is the famous cited comment
on 'idleness' that specifies 'prayerful reading'. This 'reading' or Lectio is
expected by the Rule 'up to three hours a day'. Chittister pithily sums up the
three work areas. 'Benedictine spirituality demands balance

The Rule is not
explicit about where daily lectio happens. With no cells, the early options were
scriptorium, refectory, or cloister. There is evidence that it was in
public communal places, because to ensure this reading is
done, it is inspected by seniors who 'make the rounds of the
monastery'. This is to guard against brothers wasting time or
engaging in idle talk, thus distracting others.
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… He wants prayer
to be brief, work to be daily and study to be constant.’
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He wants prayer to
be brief, work to be

daily and study
to be constant.’
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O' Maidin, : Ailbe 7.
Fry (ed.), , 48.15.
Fry (ed.), , 55.19.
Jamison, p. 60.
Chittister, , p. 133.
Fry (ed.), , 48.17.
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Echoes in other architecture

Some may wonder if this range of places is just for monasteries. I think not. As
Chittiser says: 'The Rule of Benedict is concerned with life: what it's about,
what it demands, how to live it. That is a call to all Christians, but there is
evidence it goes further. I see the following.

'102

Cathedral

These often ancient buildings contain chapels which show these have a
specialist private prayer function within the overall edifice. Cathedrals also often
encompass cloisters, a chapter house, and are surrounded by, or beside, a
garden. Some have a study centre which relates to scriptorium and more
recently many have introduced a café, thus restoring some functions of
refectory. Their quiet corners and individual chairs, not pews, can act as cells,
but private space is more created by the individual within the vastness of the
space, not a primary function of the architecture. The confessional box also has
links to the cell function.

Conference centres

Those such as Lee Abbey also exhibit these seven functions. I wonder if that
contributes to the sense of significance that time spent there often engenders.

Do the shapes with their
variety of doors to encounter
with God the self and
community, provide richer
ways to be Christians
together, compared with the
'chapel'-dominated
experience of being 'church' in
much congregational life?

"�� �����

University colleges

Universities with medieval foundations were perhaps unconsciously built on this
pattern and holistic intention. Most of the features are obvious: the 'cells' are the
individual rooms on staircases. The 'chapel' speaks for itself. 'Chapter' became
the SCR or the Principal's house. 'Cloister' and 'garden' can be seen in the
quads. 'Refectory' is prominent complete with high table (remember, the abbot
dined separately) and younger members sitting down only when bidden. The
'library' again needs no comment. But what has changed? The priority of the
scriptorium has grown, in line with Jamison's noticed 13 century change of
knowledge. The chapter and the refectory become places of power with
privileged dining rights, high table and too much to eat and drink.

th

Houses

In larger or older houses the pattern can be still discerned. Bedrooms are the
'cell'. It is 'chapel' that has gone missing, although the tradition of family prayers
is only a few generations dead and through spiritual direction more people find
and embellish a particular place in the home.

Family conferences act as chapter, or it happens in the parent's bedroom! The
hall and landings are the cloisters, garden is simply garden often with a vegetable
plot. Of course kitchen and dining room are the 'refectory' and having a study or
library is the 'scriptorium'. The latter may now be reduced to a computer corner.
They are all there, but few know the old names.

Come the modern city apartment and the denuding of this inheritance has gone
further. The kitchen has gone, with people eating out, or taking fast food on the
run. Living as a solitary with an intercom to keep anyone else out, robs any hall
of meetings and individualises the function of chapter, garden becomes a
window box, cell has become responding to electronic media and library is
reduced to a DVD collection, sound files and internet material.

This sketch of where the seven spaces have left their imprint is I think more than
testimony to an unconscious architectural inheritance. I suspect it connects with
what it is to be human. We need to be alone and together, we need the balance
in the 'work of God' across prayer, study and physical work. We need to
recharge, engage and socialise and doing that while you eat is wonderful. Could
it be that the shapes and places within the monastic tradition have a vital gift to
offer to us as we struggle to know what is truly human, and how best to be
church?
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Conclusion
What has been argued is that there is a wide justification for thinking that
monastic life does characteristically produce and need these seven places. Not
only that but there are indicators across the different streams and in different
ages that there is an inkling of what these places are for. The evidence at times
is overwhelming for some of them but only sketchy for others. What is also
abundantly clear is that the different places do different and complementary
work.

I have omitted consideration of several other things. One is that in a longer
booklet it would be possible to look at the intersections and complementarity
between all the places, and sometimes I have done that, as with 'cell' and
'chapel'. Secondly the Rules also speak volumes about the necessary virtues
that build fruitful communities. The virtues are key, for the places themselves
can only be minor players in ensuring the healthy growth of what they are
intended for. If I were to choose one word to include, the witness across the
Rules would make me select 'humility'.

Another area is unpacking the dangerous vices that make them barren. I was at
one stage tempted to offer a slightly frivolous correlation between the seven
deadly sins and the seven places. Take refectory and gluttony for example. Let
the reader have fun with the other six. Nor have I considered the missional
evaluation of all this. It did occur, with the Benedictine being largely attractional,
and the Celtic and Franciscan more incarnational. My quick comment is that all
the functions need to be portable in mission and reappear over time where the
mission leads to another community growing up as a result.

My growing conviction, as we engage in today's re-imagination of the Church,
is that here is another lens by which to peer deeper into that mystery. I have
argued that God always raises up the monastic to show the Church what it
should look more like. It is a loving offering of renewal. I have come to think that
what we call 'church', meaning the edifice on the corner, has become shorn of
the life and centrality of many of the seven places. 'Chapel' has become totally
and unhelpfully diagnostically dominant. 'Being in church' too often means
entering the Nave. 'Cell', I admit, usually happens outside the building, but
places for private prayer within church are very possible. Also, all monastic
groups know that being a hermit is yet harder and only for the advanced who
have shown they do community well.

It then seems very perverse that the 'quiet time' tradition has insisted (perhaps
from Matthew 6.6) that Christians should begin their spiritual disciplines as
undirected individual hermits. How many people would think that PCC ought to
be modelled on 'chapter' and that this too is an intrinsic part of being church,
not just a necessary evil or a legal device to control church business? We do
often have 'cloisters', as spaces between various church rooms and the
walkways leading to our buildings, but I guess they are not recognised and
celebrated as such. 'Garden' is limited to lawns, flowers and graves while work
happens elsewhere. 'Refectory' is making a welcome come back as
reorderings have created kitchens and toilets, taking food and hospitality more
seriously. Are they yet central enough in church life? 'Scriptorium' may rear its
head as the rarer bookshop or the more common shelves of other's discarded
books. Equally in some churches it is being reinvented as the Bible study
group, or through the electronic recording and distribution of teaching
materials. But the historic connection is missed and that this is an element of
being church. We now have the chance to learn again and to fashion
communities again. It is possible that reorderings of existing expressions of
Church should make one standard question to ask which of the seven places
are well-served, and which are unrecognised or even missing altogether.

We are planting fresh expressions of Church. For them it will matter to know
these dynamics. For Church is not just its buildings, it is the life of the
community that inhabits and is fed by various locations. Why grow something
which is lopsided, lacking one of these seven functions? I think it is legitimate
for a young church to say we cannot express all these dimensions immediately.
But over time unless they are aspirations that are crystallising out, something
will be missing or too dominant and it will matter. Indiscipline, quietism, power
games, cliques, laziness, activism, greed, intellectualism or its reverse is a
horrid list. Each suggests a distortion, or absence of, one or more of the seven
sacred spaces. It is time to learn from this wisdom of the ages.

George Lings

Feast of St Ignatius of Antioch
October 2009
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